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We analyze the dynamics of Josephson vortex states in two-component Bose-Einstein condensates
with Rashba-Dresselhaus spin-orbit coupling by using the Gross-Pitaevskii equation. In 1D, both in
homogeneous and harmonically trapped systems, we report on stationary states containing doubly
charged, static Josephson vortices. In multidimensional systems, we find stable Josephson vortices
in a regime of parameters typical of current experiments with 87Rb atoms. In addition, we discuss
the instability regime of Josephson vortices in disk-shaped condensates, where the snake instability
operates and vortex dipoles emerge. We study the rich dynamics that they exhibit in different
regimes of the spin-orbit coupled condensate depending on the orientation of the Josephson vortices.
PACS numbers: 03.75.Lm, 03.75.Mn, 67.85.-d
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last years, new experimental techniques devel-
oped in the field of ultracold atoms have allowed the
study of challenging physical phenomena by quantum
simulation. Among such techniques, the ability to en-
gineer artificial magnetism by means of synthetic gauge
fields [1, 2] is one of the most promising topics. In partic-
ular, spin-orbit (SO) coupling can be simulated in Bose-
Einstein condensates of ultracold gases (BEC) by laser
coupling the momentum and the internal degrees of free-
dom (pseudo-spin) of neutral particles [3–6]. Both ex-
perimental and theoretical research have explored diverse
systems, including 2D configurations [7], optical lattices
[8, 9], or ring geometries [10, 11]; and new phenomena
have been analyzed, such as vortex arrays [12], half-
quantum vortex states with Rashba coupling [13], roton
instability with Rashba-Dresselhaus one [14], or external
Josephson oscillations [15, 16].
In the first experimental realization of SO coupling in
BECs, an equal amount of Rashba-Dresselhaus coupling
has been implemented in a two-component (pseudospin-
1/2) condensate [6]. This system is characterized by an
inter-component Raman coupling of frequency Ω, and an
intra-component momentum shift ±~kL. For homoge-
neous condensates of this kind, it has been theoretically
demonstrated that such coupling leads to three different
phases, namely, stripe, plane-wave, and single-minimum
phases, whose appearance depends on the values of the
homogeneous density, inter and intraspecies interaction
and the linear, internal coupling between components
[14, 17–19].
Since the Raman coupling configures an internal,
long Josephson junction [20–22], characteristic effects of
Josephson dynamics are expected to occur. In compari-
son with short Josephson junctions connecting BECs [23–
26], the physics of the long Josephson links, focusing on
the local properties of the system along a uniform junc-
tion, provides a richer variety of dynamical processes.
In these systems, in the absence of spin-orbit coupling
(kL = 0), and for small tunneling frequencies, there ex-
ist metastable domain walls in the relative phase of the
coupled components [27]. Furthermore, 1D condensates
admit stationary states with non trivial topology in the
relative phase [28, 29], in analogy with fluxon states in
superconductors [30]. Such states, referred to as Joseph-
son vortices (JVs), are composed of one soliton in each
component and have been analyzed in 1D homogeneous
condensates, both in linear [28, 29] and ring geometries
[31]. In the presence of spin-orbit coupling (kL 6= 0),
the study of solitonic stationary states in 1D systems has
found stable JVs in homogeneous settings that persist
when a harmonic trap is introduced [32]. In this lat-
ter arrangement, 1D solitonic structures have also been
dynamically generated by varying the coherent coupling
[33]. All of these results have pointed to the existence
of equivalent topological structures in multidimensional
systems that could be realized in ultracold gas experi-
ments.
In this work we demonstrate the existence of sta-
ble multidimensional JVs, in the presence of Rashba-
Dresselhaus SO coupling, in harmonically trapped BECs
with typical parameters of current experiments with ul-
tracold 87Rb atoms. We present JV states, characterized
by a deep depletion in the total density profile accompa-
nied by a 2pi-phase jump in the relative phase between
components, belonging either to the plane-wave or to the
single-minimum phases of the SO coupled system. In 1D
settings, we also report on static doubly charged JVs,
for both homogeneous and harmonically trapped conden-
sates. Besides, we analyze the decay dynamics of mul-
tidimensional JVs, which are unstable when the chemi-
cal potential is high enough to excite vortex lines in the
system. Our results show that the decay scenarios in
disk-shaped condensates are different from those of dark
solitons in scalar elongated condensates where a single
solitonic vortex [34, 35] appears at the final stage of the
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2decay. In our systems such a role is played by vortex
dipoles, one in each condensate component, which are
linked by domain walls in the relative phase. We show
the subsequent dynamics of the vortex dipoles due to the
interplay between the SO coupling and the JV orienta-
tion.
In section II we introduce our mean-field model for
the spinor condensate and provide the numerical param-
eters we have used for our simulations. Section III is
devoted to analyze the features of solitonic states in 1D
systems, which we characterize both in homogeneous and
harmonically trapped condensates in the presence of SO
coupling. Furthermore, we report on doubly charged
Josephson vortex states. In section IV, we present stable
multidimensional Josephson vortices and analyze the de-
cay in the unstable cases through snake instability. The
dynamics of the emergent vortex dipoles is studied in
the different phases of the SO coupled condensate. To
sum up, we present our conclusions and perspectives for
future work in section V.
II. SYSTEM
We consider two-component condensates in the mean
field regime, described by the coupled Gross-Pitaevskii
equations (GPE) for the condensate wave function
Ψ(r, t) = [Ψ↑(r, t),Ψ↓(r, t)]T :
i~
(
∂
∂t
− ~kL
m
∂
∂x
)
Ψ↑ =
(H↑ + g↑↓|Ψ↓|2)Ψ↑ + ~Ω
2
Ψ↓
i~
(
∂
∂t
+
~kL
m
∂
∂x
)
Ψ↓ =
(H↓ + g↑↓|Ψ↑|2)Ψ↓ + ~Ω
2
Ψ↑,
(1)
where kL = (kL, 0, 0) and Ω are the laser wave vector
and Raman frequency, respectively, characterizing the
spin-orbit coupling, and Hi = −~2/2m ~∇2 + Vtrap +
gii|Ψi|2, with i =↑, ↓, is the Gross-Pitaevskii Hamilto-
nian for each single component without density coupling.
We will assume that the system stays in the miscible
regime [36], having equal intra-component interaction
strengths g = g↑↑ = g↓↓ = 4pi~2a/m, with scatter-
ing length a, and slightly smaller inter-component one
g↑↓ = 4pi~2a↑↓/m . g, as it occurs in the hyperfine
species of 87Rb atoms. The confinement of the system
will be provided by a cylindrically symmetric harmonic
trap, Vtrap = m(ω
2
ρρ
2 + ω2zz
2)/2, where ρ2 = x2 + y2,
defining an aspect ratio γ = ωz/ωρ, and characteristic
lengths aho = aρ =
√
~/mωρ and az =
√
~/mωz. The
stationary states of Eq. (1) will be written as Ψ(r, t) =
exp(−µt/~) [ψ↑(r), ψ↓(r)]T , where µ is the chemical po-
tential, and the number of particles N will be fixed by the
wave function normalization
∑
i
∫
ψ∗i (r)ψi(r)dr = N .
The dimensionless SO number mΩ/~k2L, which mea-
sures the ratio between the energy associated to the linear
coupling ~Ω/2 and the recoil energy EL = ~2k2L/2m, de-
termines the features of the whole coupling between the
components of the condensate. In the absence of interac-
tions, the ground state of a system with spin-orbit cou-
pling is degenerate for the nonzero momenta ±~kL, given
that the referred coupling parameter fulfillsmΩ/~k2L < 2;
otherwise, there is a single ground state with zero mo-
mentum. In repulsively interacting condensates one can
observe a similar trend in the dynamical regimes of the
system: the lowest energy state has zero momentum,
within the single-minimum (SM) phase, for couplings
above mΩc/~k2L = 2 (1 − (g − g↑↓)nT /EL) (where nT
is the total density) and non-zero below such value [19].
However the physics of the nonlinear system is richer, and
different dynamical phases can be found for Ω < Ωc. For
moderate values of the interaction, the ground state can
occupy one of the two degenerate energy minima, thus
acquiring a non-zero momentum and constant density.
This dynamical regime is denominated plane-wave (PW)
phase, and it is also characterized by the population im-
balance of the ground state. More strikingly, when the
interaction increases, the system enters the stripe phase,
which shows density modulations as a result of the inter-
ference created by the occupation of the two momentum
states [7, 37].
In what follows, we select a coherent coupling Ω in or-
der for the system to be either in the single-minimum or
the plane-wave regime, where the ground state presents a
smooth density profile. As we will see, in these regimes,
the 3D Gross-Pitaevskii equation admits JV solutions as
excited states. They present a localized depletion of the
density along with an associated phase jump for each
condensate component. Their appearance can be under-
stood by following a dynamical process in which, for a
given kL, the linear coupling Ω is adiabatically increased.
Starting in the stripe phase regime, the length between
density peaks increases with Ω, up to some critical value
Ωc, where dark-soliton-like structures evolve from the
ground state of the system [33]. Above the critical value,
the solitonic structure can persist as an excited state in
the other dynamical phases of the system, the SM or the
PW phases. Previous works have demonstrated the exis-
tence and stability of such excited states for the different
phases of a 1D system [32], resembling the features of
corresponding states in scalar condensates. Our results
demonstrate that, even in 1D systems, there exist addi-
tional solitonic configurations proper of two-component
condensates. Besides, we report on the existence and
stability of JVs in multidimensional settings with pa-
rameters typical of current experiments. In particular,
we will focus on quasi-2D condensates produced by har-
monic traps (with aspect ratio γ = 4) sharing the trans-
verse frequency ωρ = 2pi × 200 Hz, a laser wavelength
λL =
√
2pi/kL = 1064 nm, a coherent coupling Ω rang-
ing from 10 kHz (inside the PW phase) to 30 kHz (inside
the SM phase), and scattering lengths a = 101.41 aB and
a↑↓ = 100.94 aB , where aB is the Bohr radius, corre-
sponding to the hyperfine states |F = 1,mF = 0〉 and
3|F = 1,mF = −1〉 of 87Rb.
III. JOSEPHSON VORTICES IN 1D
CONDENSATES
The main properties of static JVs can be easily identi-
fied in 1D condensates, where analytic solutions to GPE
are available in the absence of SO coupling (kL = 0).
Contrary to static dark solitons, JVs, being excited states
with lower energy, have complex wave funtions that de-
note the presence of interspecies (spin) currents in the
condensate.
A. Without SO coupling
It is instructive to start considering a two-component
system with kL = 0. Then, the homogeneous (Vtrap = 0)
GPE (1) admits two type of analytic stationary solitonic
solutions (that have been addressed in the literature for
the particular case g↑↓ = 0 [28, 38]), namely a dark soli-
ton state
ψDS↑,↓ (x) = ±
√
nT tanh(x/ξµ) , (2)
having a density-dependent healing length ξµ =
~/√mµeff , with µeff = µ+ ~Ω/2, and valid for all values
of the coherent coupling Ω ≥ 0, and a Josephson vortex
state
ΨJV↑,↓ (x) =
√
nT
(
± tanh(x/ξ) + i
√
1− 2~Ω
µeff
sech(x/ξ)
)
,
(3)
with a limited range of existence µeff > 2~Ω, and
a healing length depending on the coherent coupling
ξ = ~/
√
2m~Ω. In both states, the ± signs stand for
the components ↑ and ↓ respectively, nT = n↑ + n↓ =
µeff/(g + g↑↓) is the constant total density, there is no
population imbalance n↑ = n↓ = nT /2, and we have de-
fined µeff as an effective chemical potential [39], which is
related to the condensate density. For every single value
of µeff there exists a unique DS state, but several JVs
associated to different values of Ω.
DS states in the absence of SO coupling, Eq. (2),
show the same symmetry between condensate compo-
nents as the ground state, since from ΨGS↑ = −ΨGS↓
we get the corresponding spin-antisymmetric solitonic
state ΨDS↑ = −ΨDS↓ . In the case of JVs, they fulfill
ΨJV↑ = −(ΨJV↓ )∗, which involves time reversal symme-
try along with spin antisymmetry. In the range of co-
existence of DSs and JVs, the healing length linked to
density is narrower than that associated to the coherent
coupling, ξµ < ξ, and, as a result, DSs possess higher
energy (∝ ~2/mξ2µ) than JVs. This fact affects their sta-
bility, making the JVs dynamically stable states all along
their range of existence in 1D, and turning DSs into dy-
namically unstable ones whenever µeff > 2~Ω. As we will
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FIG. 1. Family of 1D DS and JV states for two-component
condensates, in the absence of SO coupling, confined by a har-
monic potential of frequency ωho = 2pi× 200 Hz, and coupled
by a Raman frequency Ω/ωho = 3.5. Top panel: trajectories
in the µ − N plane (main graph), and two nearby represen-
tative examples (insets, DS at the left and JV at the right)
corresponding to the (blue) star symbol. Bottom panel: total
density (solid line) and relative phase (dashed line) of the DS
(open circles) and the JV (filled circles). The inset zooms in
the density depleted regions of both cases.
see in the next sections, JVs can decay in multidimen-
sional systems by snake instabilities, in the same manner
as DSs do, in spite of the fact that the latter are still
more energetic than the former.
The presence of a harmonic trapping potential does
not modify qualitatively the type of solitonic solutions in
two-component condensates without SO coupling. There
also exist stationary states with the same symmetries as
those discussed in the homogeneous case (Eqs. (2) and
(3)). The main difference arises from the continuation
of such solitonic states from the noninteracting regime.
Even in this linear case, the system admits both, (real)
spin antisymmetric solutions Ψ↑ = −Ψ↓:
ψn↑,↓(x) = ± e−x
2/2a2ho Hn(x/aho) , (4)
where Hn is the normalized Hermite polynomial of order
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FIG. 2. Doubly charged JVs in homogeneous (left) and
trapped (right) settings in the absence of SO coupling. Top
panels show the condensate wave functions, and bottom pan-
els depict the total densities (solid lines) and relative phases
(dashed lines). For the sake of comparison, the same (har-
monic oscillator) units have been used in all the graphs. Ho-
mogeneous case: µ = 1.77 ~ωho, g↑↓ = 0.2 g, and Ω/ωho = 0.7.
Trapped case: µ = 2.22 ~ωho, g↑↓ = 0.9954 g, and Ω/ωho =
1.0.
n, and current states with the stronger symmetry Ψ↑ =
−Ψ∗↓:
ψn,m↑,↓ (x) = e
−x2/2ξ2 (±αHn(x/ξ) + iβHm(x/ξ) ) , (5)
where, n 6= m, and α and β are real coefficients sat-
isfying α2 + β2 = 1. While states corresponding to
Eq. (4) exist, with µeff = ~ωho(n + 1/2), for every
value of Ω, the stronger symmetry of Eq. (5), hav-
ing ξ = aho, requires that Ω = (n − m)ωho, so that
µeff = ~Ω (2n+1)/2(n−m). We have checked that states
(4) and (5), which form a big manifold of excited states,
persist, and even extend their range of existence, in the
nonlinear regime. In particular, the nonlinear families
of states starting from ψ1↑,↓(x) = ± e−x
2/2a2ho H1(x/aho)
and ψ1,0↑,↓(x) = ± e−x
2/2ξ2 (±αH1(x/ξ) + iβH0(x/ξ) ) are
the confined counterpart of the solitonic states Eq. (2)
and Eq. (3), respectively. As an example, the top panel
of Fig. 1 shows their trajectories in the µ–N plane for
Ω/ωho = 3.5, and two representative cases (in the insets)
for an interaction g1DN/aho= 30 ~ωho, labeled by a blue
star symbol, close to the bifurcation.
As can be seen in the graph of relative phase (bottom
panel of Fig. 1), JV states present a 2pi-jump charac-
teristic of the sine-Gordon solitons. In fact, it has been
shown [27] that the linear equations in the relative phase,
obtained by perturbing Eq. (1), admits solutions con-
taining domain walls (or kinks) with a length scale that
depends on the coherent coupling. The simplest of such
solutions, made of a single kink, produces the referred 2pi-
jump in the relative phase, whereas higher phase jumps
can be introduced in the system by generating either sev-
eral single kinks, or a bound state of a kink and an an-
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FIG. 3. JVs in the absence (kL = 0) and in the presence
(kL 6= 0) of SO coupling for trapped condensates with differ-
ent parameters. Left: kL = 0, Ω/ωho = 3.5, and µ = 6.6 ~ωho.
Right: ahokL = 0.5, Ω/ωho = 2, and µ = 1.7 ~ωho, within the
SM phase. The interaction strengths are the same in both
cases, g↑↓ = 0.9954 g.
tikink (breather) [30]. Recently, the dynamical genera-
tion of nonlinear excitations resembling the sine-Gordon
breathers has been reported in coupled BECs [40]. Here,
we show that doubly charged JVs are stationary solu-
tions of the GPE (1), which consist in a bound state
of two kinks, making a doubly charged (4pi-phase jump)
soliton. They can be obtained by introducing additional
structure in the core of the JV, where by core we mean
the spatial region of the condensate showing a depleted
density (see Ref. [41] for JV cores in superconductors).
In terms of the singly charged JV (given by Eq. (3)), the
core is enclosed in a healing length extension ξ defined by
the hyperbolic tangent shape of the wave function (in the
homogeneous condensate), and is characterized by a den-
sity profile without zeros, described by the hyperbolic se-
cant in the homogeneous case or the Hermite polynomial
H0(x) in the (linear) trapped one. In contrast, a doubly
charged JV state must present zeros in the imaginary
part of the wave function inside the core, as it is the case
of the examples represented in Fig. 2. They correspond
to doubly charged JVs for homogeneous and trapped sys-
tems, obtained by numerically solving the 1D GPE (1).
Both states have no population imbalance. By direct ob-
servation of the wave function of the trapped condensate
(top right panel), it follows that this state belongs to the
family ψ2,1↑,↓(x) = ± e−x
2/2ξ2 (±αH2(x/ξ) + iβH1(x/ξ) ).
B. With SO coupling
The laser coupling kL introduces a significant differ-
ence in the nature of the possible solitonic solutions to
Eq. (1). Dark solitons of the type described by Eq.
(2) are no longer possible, since their symmetry (ΨDS↑ =
−ΨDS↓ ) is not fulfilled by the equation of motion. Con-
trary to DSs, the symmetry of JVs (ΨJV↑ = −(ΨJV↓ )∗)
is preserved by the SO coupling. The wave functions of
JVs, both in the homogeneous and trapped systems, are
5very similar to those shown in Fig. 1. The main differ-
ence is the appearance of zeros (out of the soliton core) in
their imaginary parts, as a result of the relative momen-
tum introduced by ±~kL. This feature can be seen in
Fig. 3, where we have plotted JVs in the absence of SO
coupling, on the left, and in the presence of SO coupling,
for ahokL = 0.5, on the right, for two different number of
particles and coherent coupling. As it is reported below,
multidimensional solitons present the same features (see
Fig. 4) discussed below.
IV. JOSEPHSON VORTICES IN
MULTIDIMENSIONAL, PANCAKE-SHAPED
CONDENSATES
Multidimensional BECs, composed of two coherently
coupled (spin) components, can exhibit topological states
in correspondence with the 1D ones presented before. In
general, their existence depends on the interaction and
on the inter-component coupling. As it is detailed below,
our numerical results show that in harmonically trapped
systems static DSs and JVs can be found in the absence
of SO coupling (kL = 0), but only static JVs survives to
non-zero values of kL.
In order to find solitonic states, we evolve the full-3D
Gross-Pitaevskii Eq. (1) in imaginary time, from the
initial ansatz:
ψ↑(r) = −ψ↓(r) = χ⊥(y, z) tanh(x/ξ(y, z)), (6)
where χ⊥(x = 0, y, z) is a transverse ground state, and
ξ(y, z) = ~/
√
mg|χ⊥|2 a local healing length. This
ansatz, which corresponds to a dark soliton state in the
x-direction (situated at x = 0), follows from the ap-
proach proposed in Ref. [35] for scalar condensates,
and, apart from being a real function, captures the
main features of the solitonic solution (phase jump and
density depletion) we are searching for. In particu-
lar, for the high-interaction regime it is explicitly de-
fined through the Thomas-Fermi wave function χTF =√
(µeff − V (x = 0, y, z))/(g + g↑↓). In the case of soli-
tons in the y-direction, x and y swap places in Eq. (6).
Figure 4 shows a 3D JV in a spin-orbit-coupled system,
obtained by following the procedure previously described.
The condensate, which contains N = 500 87Rb atoms
and is trapped by an external harmonic potential of fre-
quency ωρ = 2pi×200 Hz and aspect ratio γ = 4, belongs
to the SM phase, having the SO number mΩ/~k2L = 2.36
(with Ω = 30 kHz). This is a stationary solution of the
GPE (1) with a non-trivial phase, given by a complex
wave function (lower panel of Figure 4) which involves
the existence of inter-spin currents in the system. Com-
paring this state with the 1D JV without SO coupling,
represented in Fig. 1, the only difference comes from the
zeros (out of the soliton core) in the imaginary part of
the wave function.
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FIG. 4. 3D Josephson vortex in a two-component condensate
made of N = 500 87Rb atoms, trapped by a harmonic poten-
tial of frequency ωρ = 2pi × 200 Hz and aspect ratio γ = 4,
with a spin-orbit coupling characterized by λL = 1064 nm
and Ω = 30 kHz. Top panel: density isocontours of the two
components, at 5% of maximum density, coloured by phase.
Bottom panel: real (solid) and imaginary (dashed) part of
the wave functions (blue squares for spin-↑ and red circles for
spin-↓) along the x-axis (for y = z = 0). The imaginary part
of the wave functions for both components are overlapped.
A. Stable Josephson vortices
In the same way as it occurs with DSs in scalar BECs,
it is possible to find dynamically stable JV states below
an interaction threshold, or equivalently, below a critical
value of the effective chemical potential µeff . Above this,
JVs are unstable topological states, whose decay leads to
the appearance of vortex lines in the system.
In order to demonstrate the stability of multidimen-
sional JVs, we have analyzed SO coupled condensates in
quasi-2D systems. To this aim, we have assumed that the
axial degrees of freedom of the 3D system are frozen, in
such a way that the corresponding wave function is com-
posed by an axial (z) separable part given by the ground
state of the axial harmonic oscillator, that is, Ψ(x, y, z) =
ψ(x, y)ψz(z), where ψz(z) = exp(−z2/2a2z)/
√
az
√
pi. Af-
ter substituting this expression in Eq. (1), multiply-
ing by ψ∗z(z) and integrating over z, we get an equiv-
alent two-dimensional GPE, where all the interaction
strengths (g and g↑↓) are renormalized by the factor
6FIG. 5. The top (bottom) panel shows the real time evolu-
tion of a JV across the x-direction in a 2D system with SO
coupling, for Ω = 10 kHz (30 kHz) inside the the PW (SM)
phase. Common parameters: N2D = 50, ωρ = 2pi × 200 Hz,
γ = 4, and λL = 1064 nm.
az g2D/g = 1/
√
2pi.
Our results show that the critical value of µeff for sta-
bility depends strongly on the presence of SO coupling,
and specifically on the dimensionless number mΩ/~k2L.
Without SO coupling, and for Ω = 30 kHz, JVs are stable
in 2D condensates containing up to N2D = 250 particles.
Under SO coupling, however, stability is dramatically re-
duced. Moreover, the richer phase diagram produces dif-
ferences on the stability for the same µeff , and provides
different dynamical scenarios in the soliton decay.
In Fig. 5 we show the real time evolution of JVs, across
the x-direction, in the presence of SO coupling (with the
wave vector kL also lying on x). For the initial state,
at time t = 0, we have added a Gaussian noise δ(r) to
the stationary wave function ψ(r) → ψ(r)[1 + 0.01δ(r)],
that we will refer to as 1%-strength noise. The dimen-
sionless density of the spin-↑ component, integrated over
the coordinate y perpendicular to the soliton, nx(x) =∫ |ψ↑(x, y)|2dy, is represented against time, given in har-
monic oscillator units. The top panel of Fig. 5 corre-
sponds to a stable JV in a 2D condensate containing
N2D = 50 atoms, confined by a harmonic trap of fre-
quency ωρ = 2pi × 200 Hz and aspect ratio γ = 4. The
SO number is mΩ/~k2L = 0.79 (for Ω = 10 kHz), situ-
ating the system inside the PW phase. The horizontal
dark line halving the atomic cloud marks the position of
the JV, which remains unaltered during the whole evo-
lution. The case represented in the bottom panel of Fig.
5 is more peculiar. It has the same parameters as the
condensate in the top panel except for a higher coherent
FIG. 6. Decay of a Josephson vortex, in the y-direction of a
two-dimensional system with SO coupling, by snake instabil-
ity of the soliton plane. Condensate parameters: N2D = 2000,
ωρ = 2pi×200 Hz, γ = 4, λL = 1064 nm, and Ω = 30 kHz. The
spin-↑ (top) and spin-↓ (bottom) density snapshots, from (a)
to (f), correspond to times ωρt = 3.5, 4.3, 5, 6, 8, and 20,
respectively. This sequence belongs to the real time evolution
shown in Fig. 10.
coupling Ω = 30 kHz, which puts the system within the
SM phase with a SO number mΩ/~k2L = 2.36. Small
periodic deviations from the initial (perturbed) state can
be observed in the graph. Nevertheless, the stationary
configuration is rapidly recovered, and the JV persists as
a robust state.
B. Decay dynamics
Josephson vortices in multidimensional systems are un-
stable against transverse modes with long wavelengths.
In this sense, the decay of JVs follows qualitatively that
of DSs in scalar condensates, by snaking the soliton plane
and producing vortex lines inside the system [42]. In
elongated condensates, the decay of a DS generates a
solitonic vortex [34, 35], which survives as a dynamically
stable state. However, in scalar disk-shaped condensates
a single vortex can not be generated after the soliton
decay, because of angular momentum conservation; in-
stead, a vortex dipole, constituted of a vortex and an
antivortex, is left over [43, 44]. As we will demonstrate
in what follows, this is also the case for disk-shaped SO
coupled condensates. A vortex dipole per component is
the remainder of the JV at the last stage of its decay.
Figure 6 shows the whole time sequence of decay, from
(a) to (f), for a JV across the y-direction in a 87Rb,
2D condensate containing 2000 atoms. As can be seen,
the two components follow a synchronized decay. After
the snaking of the soliton plane, several pairs of vortex
dipoles appear, almost overlapped, for each spin com-
ponent. The vortices situated at the same position are
connected by domain walls in the relative phase [27]. Fi-
nally, only one vortex dipole per component survives, and
their subsequent evolution depends both on the particu-
lar dynamical regime of the system (i.e. either the SM or
PW phase), and on the orientation of the JV plane with
respect to the direction of the laser wave vector kL.
For the sake of comparison, we consider first the de-
cay dynamics in the absence of SO coupling. In Fig. 7
we show the real time evolution of a stationary JV after
7FIG. 7. Real time evolution of a Josephson vortex in the
x-direction, in a 2D condensate without SO coupling, and
parameters: N2D = 2000, ωρ = 2pi × 200 Hz, γ = 4,
λL = 1064 nm, and Ω = 10 kHz. Upper panel: spin-↑-density
snapshots, from (a) to (c), at times ωρt = 51, 73, and 78, re-
spectively. Middle and lower panels: non-dimensional spin-↑
density integrated over the y (middle) and x (bottom) direc-
tions.
adding a 1%-strength noise. The two lower panels rep-
resent the dimensionless density ahonx(x) and ahony(y)
for one condensate component (spin-↑). After few ωρt cy-
cles, the JV (thick black line) decays into a vortex dipole
(upper snapshots of Fig. 7) that describes a zigzag path
(one per vortex) in the x and y coordinates. The dy-
namics of the vortex dipole consists in a superposition of
a rotation around the center of the trap (low frequency
oscillation in the graph), due to the rotational symmetry
of the condensate, and a vibration of the relative position
of the vortices (high frequency oscillation).
When SO coupling is switched on, the rotational sym-
metry is broken, and the vortex dipole that appears af-
ter the decay of the JV can not rotate freely. The term
−pˆΨ ·~kL enters the GPE (1) as the potential of a mag-
netic dipole −µS ·B, where µS is the magnetic moment of
a spin-1/2 particle and B is the static magnetic field. In
this way, the velocity of the vortex dipole −pˆψ↑, which is
perpendicular to the dipole direction, interacts with the
SO momentum kL, generating an aligning torque given
by pˆψ↑×~kL. Therefore, the orientation of the JV is cru-
cial for the later dynamics of the emergent vortex dipoles,
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FIG. 8. Imaginary time evolution of JVs, in the x (top) and y
(bottom) directions, within the SM phase, with parameters:
N2D = 2000, ωρ = 2pi × 200 Hz, γ = 4, λL = 1064 nm, Ω =
30 kHz. The insets, showing the spin densities along selected
axis, correspond to different stationary states, from the initial
JV up to the final ground state.
since their alignment follow the JV one. Given that this
orientation and the velocity field of the dipoles are the
same for both components, the opposite laser momentum
±~kL, yields to energies and acting torques with different
signs. For this reason, in what follows, we address the
decay of JVs in different dynamical regimes, and with
different orientations of the soliton plane, along the laser
wave vector (x) and perpendicular to it (y).
1. Josephson vortices in the SM phase
In the SM phase, the ground state of the system does
not present population imbalance and the density pro-
files of both condensate components coincide. This is
also the case for the excited states containing JVs. As
can be seen in Fig. 8, the imaginary-time evolution of
our initial ansatz Eq. (6) reaches the energy plateaus of
JVs, represented in the insets Fig. 8(a), for the two ori-
entations considered, x in the upper panel of the figure
and y in the lower one, before falling to the ground state
of the system, depicted in the insets Fig. 8(b). During
8FIG. 9. Real time evolution of the Josephson vortex, in
the x-direction, shown in the top panel of Fig. 8. Upper
panel: spin-↑-density snapshots, from (a) to (c), at times
ωρt = 99, 112, and 124, respectively. Lower panels: evo-
lution of the non-dimensional spin-↑ density integrated over
the y (top) and x (bottom) directions.
the whole evolution, obtained for the coherent coupling
Ω = 30 kHz and SO number mΩ/~k2L = 2.36, the popu-
lation imbalance remains at zero.
JV states have a nonzero mean momentum. Therefore,
their mean energy depends on their orientation because
of the term associated to the SO coupling. As a result,
for the same parameters, a JV across the y-direction has
higher energy than a JV across x (as can be seen in the
main graphs of Fig. 8). In the latter case, the momen-
tum originated by the JV is aligned with the laser wave
vector, and then the energy of the system is reduced. On
the other hand, for the JV across the y-direction the SO
coupling has no influence on the mean energy.
In order to analyze the dynamics of the JVs found
in Fig. 8, we have performed their real time evolution
by numerically solving the GPE (1), after adding a 1%-
strength noise to the respective stationary states. The
results are plotted in Fig. 9 for the JV oriented across
x, and Fig. 10 for the JV oriented across y. In the for-
mer case the velocities of the emerging vortex dipoles are
aligned with the laser wave vector. One of the dipoles lays
on the energy minimum of the SO potential, whereas the
other one occupies the energy maximum. This configura-
tion is unstable and degenerate against exchange of the
FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 9, for the JV, in the y-direction,
shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 8. The snapshots, from
(a) to (c), correspond to times ωρt = 102, 108, and 112,
respectively.
positions of the vortex and the anti-vortex. As a conse-
quence, the system oscillates between one configuration
and the other. The whole picture can be seen in the evo-
lution of Fig. 9, where the peaked paths correspond to
the motion of a vortex around the anti-vortex in order to
exchange their positions. When the JV is oriented across
y (Fig. 10) the evolution resembles the case without SO
coupling, except by the lacking of rotational motion of
the dipoles around the center of the trap, because of the
absence of rotational symmetry. The vortex dipoles are
vibrating along with a small precession, keeping the ori-
entation of the dipoles.
2. Josephson vortices in the PW phase
As commented previously, the PW phase is charac-
terized by a ground state presenting population imbal-
ance. However, the JV states do not share this feature.
Then, by evolving a JV in imaginary time it is possible to
find new, intermediate excited states before reaching the
ground state. Figure 11 represents this evolution for JVs
(at insets (a)) across x (top panel) and y (bottom panel),
having the coherent coupling Ω = 10 kHz and SO num-
ber mΩ/~k2L = 0.79. The evolution finds several plateaus
that correspond to solutions of the time-independent ver-
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FIG. 11. Same as Fig. 8 for JVs in the PW phase (Ω =
10 kHz).
sion of Eq. (1), and include population imbalance (at
insets (b)). At the last stage of the evolution, the ground
state is obtained (at insets (c)).
In the PW phase, the JV decay is different to the pic-
ture outlined before in Fig. 6. The characteristic popu-
lation imbalance of the ground state plays a crucial role
in the decay dynamics. For the JV across y, a big popu-
lation imbalance appears, the density of one of the com-
ponents is highly depleted, and no vortices are finally
left over. In contrast, the decay of the JV across x is
driven by phase separation. This phenomenon occurs
at the first stage through the formation of new solitonic
structures during the separation that finally decay into
vortices. The resulting configuration presents again vor-
tex dipoles that live near the surface of each condensate
component. The vortex dipoles move according to the os-
cillation of the boundary between components, but their
orientation does not change in time because of the align-
ment of the dipole velocity and the laser wave vector. A
whole evolution of this type is represented in Fig. 12,
where the integrated density profile of both spin compo-
nents are shown for the JV across the x-direction of Fig.
11 (inset (a) of the top panel).
FIG. 12. Real time evolution of the Josephson vortex, in the
x-direction, shown in the top panel of Fig. 11. Top (bottom)
panel shows the dimensionless, spin-↑ (spin-↓) density after
integration over the coordinate y.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have studied the dynamics of JV
states in two-component BECs with Rashba-Dresselhaus
SO coupling, by using a mean-field model based in the
Gross-Pitaevskii equation. We have considered the ap-
pearance of such topological states in a variety of di-
mensional settings, ranging from 1D systems with differ-
ent interaction strengths, to 3D condensates in harmonic
traps. Regarding the SO coupling, we have focused on
systems belonging either to the PW phase, whose ground
state presents population imbalance, or to the SM phase,
with zero population imbalance.
In 1D systems, both in homogeneous and in harmon-
ically trapped settings, we have reported on stationary
states containing doubly charged, static JVs, consisting
in a bound state of two JVs. Furthermore, in the trapped
case, we have characterized families of nonlinear solitonic
states connecting with analytical solutions of the non-
interacting system.
In multidimensional systems, by numerically solving
the full GPE for disk-shaped settings, we have found sta-
ble JVs in a regime of parameters typical of current ex-
periments with 87Rb atoms. In addition, we have also
studied the snake instability operating on 2D JVs, which
yields to the appearance of vortex dipoles. Due to the in-
teraction between the SO wave vector, which breaks the
rotational symmetry of the system, and the dipole ve-
locities, the subsequent evolution sharply changes with
respect to that of two-component condensates without
SO coupling. Our results show how the JV decay leads
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to different scenarios depending, on the one hand, on the
orientation of the initial JV, and, on the other hand, on
the dynamical phase (PW or SM) of the system. As a fu-
ture direction, and beyond the scope of the present work,
a more detailed analysis concerning the appearance of
instability modes, and the generation of alternative soli-
tonic states, would be worth of being done.
Finally, we want to emphasize the feasibility of the
multidimensional JV states presented in this work for
their experimental realization, either in the stable or in
the unstable regime. The latter, in particular, opens up
an interesting way to study the snake instability in two-
component condensates, in the same manner as it is cur-
rently being the case of DS decay in scalar condensates
[45, 46]. Besides, the decay of JVs in SO coupled conden-
sates provides an excellent playground to investigate the
rich dynamics of vortex dipoles as has been previously
done in scalar BECs [47, 48].
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